Background:
In 2012 the New Hampshire Timberland Owners Association (NHTOA) updated its strategic plan. This plan’s
goals guide the NHTOA’s work and keeps us focused on the most important issues:
1. Fostering a legal and regulatory environment that supports and enhances the ability of New Hampshire
landowners, foresters, loggers, truckers, and mills to operate and thrive.
2. Encouraging support for the forest products industry by members of New Hampshire’s congressional
delegation.
3. Encouraging professionalism, safe practices, efficiency, and productivity throughout the forest products
industry.
4. Providing support and service to members.
5. Maintaining the current forestland base and increasing forested acres managed responsibly.
This document is our annual summary of our 2019/2020 accomplishments and a few of the highlights of our
advocacy work, educational programming, and public relations/outreach work we anticipate in 2020/2021.

Accomplishments:
Advocacy and Legislation
Advocating for timberland owners and the forest products
industry in the New Hampshire Legislature and at the state’s
regulatory agencies remains the NHTOA’s primary function.
The NHTOA also invests time and resources on policy issues
at the local and national levels of government. This was
especially true in 2020, when the NHTOA spent significant
time assisting its members in navigating local ordinances and
regulations and lobbying to kill an anti-forestry ordinance
proposed in the Town of Chesterfield.
2020 N.H. Legislature
Although the 2020 Legislative Session was unusual, overall
the NHTOA had great success representing its membership in
the General Court. What made the 2020 Legislative Session
unusual is half-way through the session the State House closed
and all committee work was done remotely due to COVID-19.
These conditions made lobbying and advocating on individual
bills difficult, as gaining access to legislators became
challenging. Besides difficulty in reaching out to lawmakers,
the N.H. House and Senate modified their traditional operating
procedures by tabling/killing hundreds of bills while creating
large omnibus bills (with as many as 40 amendments) for upor-down votes.
Despite these circumstances, overall the NHTOA had a good
session. The NHTOA started the session working on and
monitoring 86 bills. This year we ended up playing more
defense than offense, lobbying to block, kill, or amend bills
harmful to timberland ownership or the operation of a forest
products company. This included:

“Essential” Industry
With the onset of COVID-19, an early action
state governments took was restricting nonessential travel and mandating the closure of
“non-essential” industries. Industries categorized
as “essential” could continue to operate,
provided they follow safety protocols. The
federal government produced a list of industries
they recommended as essential, but it was up to
state governments to make the final decisions
regarding which industries are essential.
Although forest products are on the federal list,
not all states recognized this industry, or portions
of its supply chain, as essential. In mid-March,
as soon as the federal list was released and state
governments began ordering the closure of nonessential industries, the NHTOA worked quickly
to educate the staff in Governor Sununu’s office
about the essential nature of forest products (e.g.,
packaging for medical supplies, toilet/tissue
paper, wood chips for electricity, etc.) and the
need to maintain the entire supply chain
(logging, energy/paper/lumber production, and
distribution of these products). This work paid
off: The Governor’s March 26th Emergency
Order #17 stated, “Workers who support the
manufacture and distribution of forest products,
including, but not limited to timber, paper, and
other wood products” were on the list of New
Hampshire essential industries.

Wetlands Regulations – Early in the session the NHTOA was pleased to see the wetland buffer expansion bill
that carried over from the 2019 session get killed. Because this bill would have created no-cut buffers adjacent
to wetlands and waterbodies, we lobbied hard to kill it. The NHTOA also successfully fought House Bill 1124,
an act relative to the definition of prime wetland, a.k.a. the “finger and toe wetland bill.” It would have allowed
narrow brooks and swales to qualify for designation and regulation as a “prime wetland.” With this designation,
additional state and local regulatory hurdles would apply (e.g., local Conservation Commission approval), and
forestry projects would become impractical. Due to our resistance and the shift in the House and Senate
operating procedures, we were able to get this bill tabled and ultimately killed.
Abutter notification – Two abutter notification bills were considered this session. As proposed, House Bill 1414
would require abutter notification for timber sales as part of the intent-to-cut process. We did get it amended to
strip out the notification requirement, but HB 1414 was one of the hundreds of bills that died on the table
anyway. The second abutter bill, House Bill 1126, would have prevented the state from conducting timber
harvests on portions of state lands and required abutter approval. The NHTOA successfully lobbied to have HB
1126 killed earlier in the session.
Energy – Energy issues were part of the work the NHTOA did in 2020. Defensively, NHTOA worked to have
killed a bill, HB 1364, that was hostile to the state’s biomass power plants. The bill would have eliminated the
Class III biomass category in New Hampshire’s Renewable Portfolio Standard law (RPS). Offensively, the
NHTOA was part of an effort to get a positive biomass and thermal energy RPS bill (House Bill 1518)

incorporated into an omnibus bill (House Bill 1234) passed by the House and Senate. The NHTOA, as part of a
broader coalition, also advocated to increase the size eligibility for businesses and individuals to self-generate
renewable power (aka “net meter”) in House Bill 1218. Unfortunately, due to the procedural rule changes, these
bills were either tabled and died (HB 1218), or were killed with a Governor’s veto (HB 1234).
Taxes – During the 2020 session the NHTOA also worked on several tax bills. NHTOA successfully got killed
an ill-conceived bill (HB 1155) which would have complicated the current timber tax law and removed existing
landowner personal use tax exemptions. The NHTOA supported a positive tax bill (Senate Bill 511) which
would add transparency to state’s Current Use tax assessment program by allowing the N.H. Department of
Revenue Administration to publicly release the formula used to calculate the tax assessment rates. Although SB
511 was tabled and died, the language from this bill was incorporated into an omnibus bill, HB 1234. However,
Gov. Sununu vetoed HB 1234 in late July, claiming that “significant portions of this legislation have not had a
chance to go through the public hearing process in the House of Representatives.”
N.H. Administrative Issues/Rules
In addition to the NHTOA’s work in the
Legislature, 2019/2020 was also a busy
year representing our members’ interests
before state regulatory boards and
agencies.
Wetland rules – This is the first time in
five years I am not updating you on the
progress of the wetland rule rewrite
process. As the new rules (which we
believe are generally an improvement over
the existing rules) are implemented, the
NHTOA is working with the N.H. Dept. of
Environmental Services and our members
to help clarify interpretations of the new
language. These rules are also a prominent
feature in our Timber Harvesting Law
classes.
Timber contracts – For two years, the NHTOA and a group of members have been working with the N.H.
Division of Forests and Lands to develop a guidance document clarifying what language needs to be in timber
contracts so landowners, loggers, and foresters will be compliant with the state’s timber contract laws. This
guidance will also inform Forest Rangers as they enforce this law, and it will be especially helpful when timber
is sold through “cut and yard” contracts or on a lump-sum basis. It will be especially helpful if the timber’s
value is being exchanged or bartered for other land management activities/services (e.g., food plot installation,
removal of hazard trees, etc.). As with the new wetland rules, an explanation and discussion of this guidance
will be an important part of our Timber Harvesting Law classes going forward.
Log Exports/markets – Global timber and lumber markets remain volatile. Because these markets are a
significant part of New Hampshire’s forest products industry, the NHTOA will continue to be a source of
information for its members, the media, and other interested parties on the impacts of international markets and
trade policies. As a part of this effort, the NHTOA hosted a series of very successful workshops on log
valuation (grading/scaling) to highlight the different log markets and values.
Local
Regularly, the NHTOA staff assists our members who are dealing with local regulations (land use, hauling
restrictions, etc.). Staff frequently provides members with information about the limits of local jurisdictions and

what responsibilities our members have who own land or operate a forestry business. In most instances, a
reasonable resolution can be found. Occasionally, a resolution isn’t possible and a legal challenge is needed. In
those instances where a legal decision would help establish a statewide precedent, the NHTOA will get directly
involved. The NHTOA also gets directly involved when local communities propose an ordinance, rule, or bylaw
that would infringe on our members’ ability to conduct forest management or operate their forest products
businesses. Both of these scenarios occurred in 2019/2020.
Timber harvest restrictions in Chesterfield – In the winter of 2019, a member alerted staff of a Chesterfield
Planning Board proposal to establish a steep slope overlay district which would have restricted timber
harvesting in large portions of the town. Working with a number of local members, the NHTOA, with the aid of
legal counsel, demonstrated that New Hampshire law does not authorize a community to regulate timber
harvesting unless it is part of a subdivision or a project subject to site plan review (e.g., development) – this was
a law the NHTOA proposed and successfully got passed in 2011. The Planning Board pulled its proposed steep
slope overlay district from consideration at the 2020 Chesterfield Town Meeting.
Unreasonable road regulations in Epping – The appropriate use and regulation of roads for hauling forest
products is a common source of discussion between landowners/land managers and local road agents and select
boards. The NHTOA spends a lot of time helping members navigate the laws and regulations governing road
posting, weight limits, road bonding, and the need to work with communities to ensure their roads and highways
are not damaged by heavy trucks and equipment. In the spring of 2020, an NHTOA landowner, logger, and
consulting forester alerted staff to a community – Epping, N.H. – that had posted all its roads with a 20-ton
weight limit year-round. Annually, landowners, and timber haulers work with mud season weight limits, but a
year-round 20-ton weight limit is unreasonable (many logging trucks weigh close to 20 tons empty). Because
this case has the potential to establish a statewide precedent on road use/regulation, the NHTOA and its legal
counsel challenged this ordinance, which was rescinded by the Epping select board in July.

Workforce Professionalism and
Workforce/Landowner Training
Industry professionalism and training
Working with our partners at the University of
New Hampshire (UNH) Cooperative Extension
and the UNH Thompson School of Applied
Science through the New Hampshire Timber
Harvesting Council’s (THC) Professional
Loggers Program (PLP), in 2019 we provided
workshops and classes for New Hampshire’s
timber harvesting industry, mills, and
landowners. Over the past 12 months, the PLP
held 14 classes to train 178 individuals in all
aspects of forest management — this is despite
the loss of the entire spring 2020 training
season due to the COVID-19 meeting
restrictions. The PLP classes translate into
safer timber harvesting operations that are
more efficient, productive, and economical. In
addition to the standard curriculum of first aid,
advanced first aid, silviculture/fundamentals of
forestry, safe trucking, basic/advanced timber
felling, and timber harvesting law, the NHTOA
offered specialized classes on forest
measurement and welding for loggers.

Landowner training
The NHTOA continues to expand its educational offerings for landowners. In the fall of 2019 the NHTOA
hosted a successful workshop on controlling Ailanthus altissima, popularly called the “Tree of Heaven,” an
invasive tree species that’s new to the state of New Hampshire. Classes such as this provide landowners with
opportunities to interact with industry and forest management experts to better understand management of their
timberland and to learn practical ideas and tips on how to manage their properties. These classes are a great
member benefit that also comprise a great way to introduce landowners to the NHTOA.
Workforce Development
Due to COVID-19 meeting restrictions and the early closing of New Hampshire grade schools and trade
schools, the NHTOA’s marquee workforce development event, the New Hampshire Forest Industry Career
Field Day, is postponed to the spring of 2021. The overwhelming interest in this event (more than 500 N.H.
students registered to attend) is evidence of the high interest and excitement by students and school
administrators in learning more about careers in the state’s forest products industry. The short- and long-term
strategies driving the NHTOA’s efforts in this part of our strategic plan remain in place, with the NHTOA
rolling out the short-term strategy of a forest industry career field day to gauge interest and the long-term
strategy of establishing internships and work study opportunities.
Forestry Public Relations and Communications
The Timber Crier, the NHTOA’s quarterly magazine, is the primary communications tool for the organization’s
membership and the broader forestry community. The NHTOA also continues to publish a widely
read/referenced website, Facebook page, and newsletter (The Forest Fax). The articles and market data in the
magazine are frequently used and referenced in court cases and regulatory proceedings and legislative hearings.
The quality of The Timber Crier was recognized when our printer, Echo Communications, won the Award for
Excellence from the Printing Industries of New England (PINE) for the Fall 2019 “New Technologies” edition.
This is the second year in a row The Timber Crier and its printer have been awarded for excellence by PINE.
The NHTOA also leverages the value of The Timber Crier by incorporating its articles into the organization’s
educational programming. And just as important as the NHTOA’s communications tools are our relationships
with mainstream media such as the Concord Monitor, Valley News, Keene Sentinel, Nashua Telegraph, and
NHPR and WTPL radio. These relationships are a critical part of our organization’s advocacy success.
Awards program
Each year the NHTOA honors deserving members and supporters of our industry with several awards, including
recognitions of Outstanding Logger, Outstanding Forest Industry, the President’s Award (given to an individual
who has gone above and beyond in supporting the industry), and the Kendall Norcott Award (named for an
important New Hampshire forester and presented
for outstanding service to the association). In many
instances, the winners of the Outstanding Logger
Award have gone on to be named Outstanding
Logger for New England or the Northeast. Usually,
award winners and honorees are acknowledged at
the NHTOA Annual Meeting. However, this year,
due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the fact that
the 2020 Annual Meeting was held “virtually,” the
award acknowledgements will be made on a
separate occasion.

Upcoming Projects and Opportunities:
Advocacy
Advocacy will remain the NHTOA’s primary function in 2021/2022. As New Hampshire adapts to a world
remade by the COVID-19 pandemic, this next year will be a busy and important year in the N.H. Legislature,
administrative halls of the state’s agencies, and in Town Halls around the state.
2021 Legislative Session
We already know many of the bills from the 2020 Legislative Session that were tabled and killed due to the
House and Senate’s procedural changes will come back in the 2021 Session. For example, House Bill 1124 —
the prime wetlands bill — will receive renewed consideration. Next year is also a budget year. The state budget
is the single largest and most important piece of legislation the General Court and Governor deliberate and
approve each biennium. In addition to appropriating money, the state budget also contains policy riders and, just
as important, this piece of legislation reflects state government’s priorities. Given the current state of the
budget, 2021 will be a difficult fiscal year for state and local governments. This will put additional strain on tax
revenues and agency appropriations.
Lastly, 2021 will be the first year of the N.H. General Court’s biennium session. There will be many freshman
Representatives and Senators with little or no natural resource management experience. A big part of the
NHTOA’s job will be educating them on the importance of working forests and the prominent role private
timberland plays in the state’s economy and environment.
Given this context, we can anticipate
policy debates on the following issues:
 Markets – With the collapse of
several key low-grade wood markets,
we can anticipate a renewed debate
over the importance of biomass power
as a local renewable source of power
and as an outlet for low-grade timber.
Somewhat connected to this will be a
debate over expanding net metering to
expand our wood processing
members’ energy generation options
and promoting the use of low-grade
wood to generate on-site power.
 Taxation – This is going to be a
central debate in 2021. As
municipalities struggle to balance their
budgets, we anticipate at least a couple
bills seeking to modify the
administration and/or efficacy of the Current Use tax assessment program or timber taxation. We also
anticipate legislation seeking to raise money for state agencies (e.g., fuel tax, registration fees, etc.).


Land management/forestry operations – We are already confident the prime wetlands expansion bill will
be on the docket for 2021. In addition to this bill, we anticipate other land management or forestry
operations bills (e.g., abutter notification) will be on the 2021 legislative docket.

State Regulations
The NHDES is initiating a rulemaking to update its Alteration of
Terrain (AoT) permit program. These permits are required when more
than an acre of land is disturbed. This rulemaking will specifically
look at how this permit program incorporates/accommodates rare,
threatened, or endangered species. Currently, forestry operations
automatically receive an AoT permit when an intent to cut is filed.
This “AoT permit-by-rule” covers any land disturbance associated
with a forestry operation (e.g., installing a log landing, building truck
roads, skid trails, or food plots, etc.). Because such a rule change
could potentially impact the intent-to-cut process and a landowner’s
ability to conduct a forest management project, the NHTOA will
actively engage in this rulemaking process.
Local Regulations
As discussed above, the NHTOA successfully challenged the Town of
Epping’s road weight posting ordinance, which the Epping select
board rescinded in July. The outcome of this effort could have set an
important statewide precedent for landowners and timber haulers
across the state.
Research, Public Relations, and Workforce Development
Working Lands
The NHTOA just received the working lands studies made by
Innovative Natural Resources Solutions LLC and Plymouth State
University. The quantification in the studies of the economic value
that New Hampshire’s working forests bring to the state and to local
communities through the management and harvest of forest products and support of forestland recreation will
be an important element of the NHTOA’s arguments in the upcoming legislative session defending the
importance of critical tax and land use policy (i.e. Current Use assessments and Right-to–Harvest laws). We
will also distribute the studies and an Executive Summary to our media contacts and encourage coverage of the
importance to New Hampshire’s economy and people of the value of our working lands.
Website/social media
The NHTOA continues to work to grow its on-line presence (e.g., Facebook, website, etc.) and improve the
quality of The Timber Crier and the NHTOA’s e-newsletter, The Forest Fax. In 2021, the NHTOA will focus
on expanding its media relationships to more of the state’s local/regional papers, which provide crucial
coverage of local issues, including land ownership, forestry, logging, and sawmill operations. When an issue
calls for it, the NHTOA will prepare op-eds for local and statewide newspapers and media outlets to ensure that
the perspectives of landowners and the forest products industry are presented. The NHTOA website has become
not just a go-to source of industry information for our members, the industry, and the media, but it is also
developing into a library for research reports and studies.
Workforce Development
As discussed earlier, the NHTOA is investing considerable resources in this area. Look for the roll-out of our
short and long-term workforce development program in 2020 and 2021, including the roll-out of the New
Hampshire Forest Industry Career Field Day in May 2021.

Educating educators
On behalf of The New Hampshire Sustainable Forestry Initiative state committee and New Hampshire Project
Learning Tree the NHTOA is organizing the 2021 Forests of New Hampshire Teacher Tours. The purpose of
this tour is two-fold: 1) educate teachers on the value and importance of forestry to the environmental and
economic health of Coos County, and 2) make teachers aware of career opportunities in forestry industry for
their students.
Administrative
Last year the NHTOA focused its administrative efforts establishing a planned giving/endowment program.
This was accomplished and in 2020 the NHTOA and its 501c3 supporting organization, the Granite State
Woodland Institute, will work to grow this program. Look for more information on this in the coming months.
Also, critical to the NHTOA’s long-term operations is having a current and relevant strategic plan. In 2020 the
NHTOA is updating this document. With the recent changes to timber markets, and additional pressure on
landowners and sustainable forestry identifying these challenges and developing a strategy to address them will
be critical. A new draft Plan is expected by the fall of 2021. Watch the NHTOA website for details as the new
Plan is developed.

